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Well, Paul Wharton is here to help. Bringing together years of knowledge in the world of fashion and
media, Paul walks you through his lead to pulling collectively all areas of life including: How to organize
your wardrobe more efficiently Methods to shop and dress perfectly for your body and spending budget
Beauty tips utilized by the stars that each woman must know Eat and deal with the body like a temple
Working out in a great and efficient way Strengthening your brain and helping you to perform and sleep
better Perhaps you have wondered how superstars juggle hectic schedules but still show up looking
flawless? This is not about trying to be another person, that is about being your very best and loving who
you are by learning how to pull everything together.The ultimate guide for every woman! Do you think it
will be great to create an extra hour in your day?
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Paul offers down to earth tips on how best to optimize what you curently have - not merely in your closet
but also inside yourSELF - to live your very best life! Yes I must admit, I had preconceived expectations
about Paul's first book. I thought this might be just another celebrity book, boasting about their fabulous life
and supplying us mere mortals several typical ideas on how to be stylish.! Paul offers right down to earth
tips on how best to optimize what you curently have - not merely in your closet but also inside yourSELF to live your best life! Yes, he gives us solid tips on how to appearance great but what I came across most
surprising was his compassionate method of motivating us to business lead a confident, healthful and happy
life. He really speaks to EVERY woman and I found myself devouring the book in one sitting. That is a
book I'll come back to again and again and it also makes a fantastic gift. I acquired the book for that purpose
but when I began reading it, I loved the tips. An excellent addition to your reading list I thought it was great
that the writer decided to write the reserve while at his Grey Gardens estate. I'm beginning over in the makeup thing so I found a few new ideas, I will recommend this to all or any my fashion ladies! Bravo Paul! And
yes it experienced like Paul Wharton’s personality actually came through. I’ve only had my publication for
2 days but I already like jumping around from chapter to chapter, gathering great details and enjoying the
beautiful, bright and glossy images. This book was everything I had a need to get things back on track.
Positive Helps and Hints An excellent read; a couple days, extremely positive hints and guidance. I
purchased several copies to share Paul’s generosity with others! Strongly suggested. Paul’s generous along
with his tips and we’re even more fabulous because of it! Anyone who views Paul Wharton on television,
listens to his podcast or attends an event he Emcees is asking the same question: What’s the trick to his
fabulousness? There have been so many suggestions.? In his publication, he answers that and even more.
This book should definitely be a staple for every woman. Please don’t lose out on “Pulling It All Together”
??. So while it’s a great and fast browse, it’s even more practical. Anyone looking for solid down-to-earth
guidance on style and beauty should definitely make this book their initial stop. Quick read for instant feel
great tips This book was only a joy to read! The beautiful photographs make the book feel like a masterpiece
of design.! This book was everything I had a need to get things back ... Very impressive and fun. After
reading the first handful of chapters I ran to my closet to reorganize and remove bits of clothing that simply
were not relevant to my putting on. Paul talks about all the do’s, dont’s, and simplicity of fashion that you
can relate to on every level. Amazing Book! I was so incorrect! It was such an excellent and easy read! I
loved the non-public tales he uses as a foundation for his beauty and brand guidance;! I anticipate Paul’s
next book. as you’re reading, you really feel like you’re having a chat with your bestie! Good read for all
the fashion ladies Great fashion tips book! I got plenty of awesome fashion and makeup tips. What a
pleasant surprise to discover in the book what Grey Gardens appears like now. ESSENTIAL read!!
Definitely took away some great ideas that I’ll make use of forever! Funny, witty Pulling it All Together
can be an absolute have to read!! Moreover, the writer’s knack for combining good tale telling with muchneeded strategies for life make this book a must read for everyone. Great Read! You can tell Paul poured his
core into this book! Combining creativity and practical daily tips for a happier existence! Bravo ?? Not
really your average how exactly to be happier! Funny, witty, and pragmatic, this reserve is a must have for
anyone who wants to sail to the forefront within their careers.
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